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R.O.T.T. Will there be another?
Are you interested in this event?. If so please register your interest at
http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/
What is it?. – Go to http://toedsh3-admin.com/rott2018/ or ask Strapon or Toed
We need to know how many are interested so we can decide if we have another.
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CH3 Run 2055 Sunday 18th Feb 2018
The Waggon & Horses, Steeple Morden
https://www.facebook.com/WaggonandHorsesSteepleMordenRoyston/

Hare: Big Blouse*

The Cavalry: Vicky, Toed Bedsores & Goldfinger
Offers of Reinforcement: Hold it for Me, Horny
The Words
I really dislike laying trails. They’re hard work to plan let alone find a pub and get the
landlord to agree to a small offensive invasion in and then try and explain the ludicrous
nature of hashing to them takes some doing. I have no problem being in the circle, doing
the words, doing the Herald etc – LOVE IT, but ask me to lay a trail and I feel palpitations,
sweat begins to form and cool making clothing clammy and uncomfortable. A cold fear
creeps up on me, like a choirboy sensing the approach of a catholic priest. All too soon, I
begin to realise what horrors await in the coming weeks of planning.
Then there’s the “recce”1 part. That is the most soul-destroying thing and the most
frustrating and fruitless of pursuits – almost as maddening as trying to sue the county
council for pothole damage to a car2
So, as I detest not being prepared and as I’d been ambushed by Hare Raiser It’ll Come Off
3 at a Christmas 2017 run in a moment of unguarded bonhomie, I agreed to lay a trail.
We’ve lived in Steeple Morden for 13 years now and we know every footpath (of which
there are a great many), tree, leaf and stream and despite all this were thwarted at the
last minute by a last minute route change, not a problem, but the real problem came on
Friday 16th at home when I reached across a kitchen work top to move a kettle and
“sproink” went my back4.
The worst possible thing to happen to a tall active man – back trouble and weeks of
immobilisation. This is one of the very few times in my life where I actually panicked. I
was so worried about the trail, the appalling thought I might have to call it off etc and the
day before, I’d even considered the possibility that the police might be called by the local
folk, so I put a message out on the “Steeple Morden Today” Facebook Page that read;
Morning. You might see some odd marks if you're out walking. This is to mark out a trail (and
also to show where NOT to go) for a slightly eccentric running club called the Cambridge
CH3 http://www.ch3.co.uk/ . Between 20-30 people are running from the Waggon & Horses pub
(thanks to the courtesy of landlady Mandy Cabrita) on Sunday from 11.00am. The marks are
1

Reconnoitre – basically seeing if your well thought out trail will actually work – which it doesn’t sometimes wasting several days of
your life
2

Yes, still ongoing – not that I’m bitter or expecting a lengthy battle or anything
In her defence, she was only doing her thankless job
4
Followed by, AAARRRGH, f***, Jesus ARRRGGGGHHHH…. f***, f***, f***, f***,fuckitty f***, f***,
3
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either in chalk, flour or sawdust and we are NOT travellers / 'dognappers' etc. and it’s nothing to
do with drugs as has been suggested in the past (!) We've registered this as a notified event with
South Cambs. Police CC 15.02.2018. Ref 0317. The idea is to have a 5-6 mile run, get some fresh
air and support the pub afterwards for about an hour. So please don't panic!

This seemed to work well as everyone was aware including our local police and a
surprising and well respected local lady revealed herself as a hasher from old from the
“North Adelaide Hash” hello then Mussels (Muscles??) but her son was with her and she
asked me not to elaborate 😊
So, the back going ‘sproink’ added to the drama and I was forced to issue an APB and I
put out an emergency help plea on Facebook and via the Hash Google groups messaging
service “Urgent Help Please - This Sunday 18th Feb trail Waggon & Horses Steeple Morden,
i've pulled my back and without help THERE WON'T BE A TRAIL ON SUNDAY. I have the run
planned, maps etc, can anyone get there at 8.00am to help lay it please, I really am stuck
this time. On On - Big Blouse”
The cavalry came in the form of Vicky (who I now owe at least a holiday to) and specially
to Toed Bedsores who responded within 30 minutes of the distress call going out.
This was also followed by calls with offers of help from the GM himself Hold it For Me
(thank you God 😊) and Horny too.
Say what you like about Bedsores5 but he was in a
position to help and offered immediately and I will
always be grateful for that, thank you Toed.
Saturday 17th10.00am
Vicky disappears off with several bags of flour as I am
having trouble and I go off with a bag of sawdust in the
opposite direction to do the trail backwards, that way I
can see what she’s put down and vice versa. After ¾ of
my trail, I come across a “Private no entry” sign on the
footpath. This causes confusion as we have run this way
for years, but I check my map and the sign is correct so I
end up have to do another detour and re-route ½ a mile
of trail. I phone Vicky to explain and she tells me she’s run in to Toed who’s diligently
doing his own reccie and heads in the opposite direction to see where the trail has gone,
so he can get it right in his own mind – largely as he’ll be running it and I can barely walk
at the moment. I eventually limp back to the pub to buy Toed a pint to find that he’s
asked/persuaded Goldfinger to help out.
Now, those of you that know Brian will know he’s an unassuming gent and not one for
any fuss and doesn’t want to be in the limelight, so he quietly arrived in his bright yellow
Ferrari 430 with the personalised plates, neatly pulling off a nifty full throttle donut in
the car park before leaving the powerful beast in full view of the entire village and
surreptitiously entering the pub in a bright Red Ferrari Fleece. Thank you too Goldfinger,
master of understatement.
Sunday 18th 8.00am
Warm by Februarys mean temperature at about 7-8 degrees, it was sunny with just a few
non-threatening clouds, which was always a blessing and good old Toed & Goldfinger
arrived to check the trail out and double check that there were all the
checks/checkbacks/turnbacks in place at 8.00AM ON A BLOODY SUNDAY! WHAT A PAIR
OF COMPLETE LEGENDS! After about two hours the trail duly checked they disappeared
off, to change and return ready for the hash.
Sunday 18th 11.00am
5

I often do………
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It had warmed up a little to an unseasonal 10 degrees but would the trail work was the
big question? So, full of trepidation (and relatively powerful painkillers), I awaited my
fate as Wat Tyler probably awaited King Richard at Smithfield (Nothing worse than
revolting peasants is there??).
So, who was there I hear you ask?, well as it was February and one of the Southern most
points of the County, and since 2006, this was to be the 7th time we’d run from Steeple
Morden6 it wasn’t going to be a record breaking event , but we had about 40 in total
including Unmentionable & Jetstream, Pedro, Shamcock & U-Bend, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai
Wai & Josephine. Bastard, Googly, Antar, &
Kermit, Dave El Rave & Paparazzi, Taxi,
Double Top, our beloved Beer Master
Benghazi, Hold it For Me, co hares Goldfinger
&
Toed Bedsores + Computer, Lightning,
Slaphead, the Earl of Pampisford and the
very
welcome return of the Countess, Big Leg, Mr
Titanic & Hound , Horny & Sox, Big Swinger,
Bunny Girl, One For his Nob & It’ll Come Off,
Wimp & Calamity Jane & hound Sam, Legover
&
son Matthew (as yet unnamed ??), Shiggy
Two
Shoes and Deep Shit.
The wonderful new owners of the Waggon, Jose & Mandy Cabrita have done wonders for
the pub, they now have Ghost Ship and London Pride on draught ale at a brilliant value
£3 per pint ( NB - If you’re reading this in 2028, firstly why the feck are you reading this?,
but the point being it’s usually about £4.50ish per pint).
The restaurant is very welcoming, and it might seem a little small, but with the fire lit, its
cosy and the food is cheap (too cheap in fact in my opinion) and plentiful. Mandy had
kindly agreed to get extra staff in and had opened up their side door so we could all
answer the shout of nature7
Oddly enough at 11.00am according to his own time piece8 Bedsores shouted “What time
does the 11.00 o’clock run start Grand Master” which came as massive surprise to no-one
at all.
The circle was called and yours truly was
ushered unto the circle where I thanked Vicky
and the entire rescue committee of Toed,
Goldfinger and the offers of more help from the
GM himself Hold it for me & Horny.
With that I explained that the red ‘bars’ in chalk
need to be observed to stop wandering into
conservation areas and with that I could only
stand back and point them in the direction of
the Church and they were off, I stepped back (gingerly) and awaited the unfolding day.
The trail forked to the right past the church and snaked off towards the tennis courts. A
well placed check sent the pack in all directions and the trail was spotted heading
towards Guilden Morden. While it was a bit boggy underfoot, there was light relief as the
trail went down the hill over a bridge into White Ponds Wood, a small Woodland Trust
6

Runs 1893, 1765, 1664, 1640, 1514 & 1475 since you asked,
It’s like the ‘call’ of nature, but when you get older, the call has more urgency and less time to expedite it…
8
But no-one else’s
7
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conservation area, bought by the parish council for the village. The trail re-joined the
main footpath by over the stream (thought to be a tributary to the nearby river Rhee,
but also feeding into Cheyney Water) and down between the traditional boundary
between Steeple and Guilden Morden.
A check at the bottom of Trap Road sent the pack in all directions and the true trail was
called on and West up a hill into Guilden Morden High street. The trail mainly followed
the road (a welcome relief after the clinging shig fest of the local fields).
From the walkers group following Trap Road into Guilden we could here various cries of
on on (and the occasional “bugger”) and as we diverted off through a footpath through a
farm that used to keep slightly gay looking Alpacas. Emerging from the farm side we
heard the pack head past the Edward VII pub in Gulden Morden, out the back of Bells
Meadow and across the playing fields (hopefully running around the football pitch
where there was a game on?).
As the knitting circle headed towards Tween Towns Wood the pack emerged to our left
with Legover, Mathew and Wimp arriving first. The knitting circle split into two and
headed off and up across the two footpaths leading to North Brook End Road.
Pedro, Antar & Shiggy + Shamcock & U-Bend (and I think Sox too?) headed up to the main
North Brook end road and by the time the well-marked trail had been discovered, the
pack was surprisingly together. Up the hill & Southbound towards Steeple Morden, the
walkers/knitting circle arrived at the crest of the hill to see the rest of the walkers
emerge from the split at Tween Towns wood.
A check sent the pack down the public footpath towards Abington Piggots and from our
vantage point of the relatively high point of the North Brooke End Road, we could see
Deep Shit, Legover, Horny & Wimp arrive at the far check and try various trail. The on was
spotted and headed South, back towards Steeple Morden.
Once again, the knitting circle split into two as I was keen to see that the pack followed
the heavily marked route and followed the footpath and not what we’d presumed was
the footpath for many years before. I was dementedly happy to see that this worked well
and the pack followed a graceful curve to emerge onto a check on the main footpath
between Steeple Morden & Abington Piggots (home of the wonderful Pig & Abbot Pub).
A sweaty Antar called the on and headed back towards Steeple, but was completely
thwarted when Legover, Pedro and Shiggy discovered the true trail lead towards the
Conservation area West of Hillside Farm by Browse Wood.
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This lead over the stream and followed the winding footpath up the steep clinging mud
festooned hill to the vantage point on the top of the impressive mountain range9.
A fork in the trail prevented the hash from the easy route back to the fabulously named
“Bogs Gap Lane” and instead
diverted the pack diagonally
towards Greenway Farm on the
Littlington road.
By now, I’d peeled off towards the
village with the completely spent
Antar and followed Bogs Gap Lane
to Littlington Road, where I was
just in time to see Pedro,
Shamcock and Hold it for me arrive
and view a check sending them in
the opposite direction of the pub
and left towards Morden Green.
A short route down the dip of the
green lead to one of the final
checks and a right-hand fork took
the pack to a turnback and over
the tiny tributary to Cheyney water.
Back to the check, the on was called
(from what I could hear in
Littlington Road) left and out
towards a footpath. A right here
diverted the pack past a small
9

Well, by Cambridgeshire standards at any rate.
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holding with several rare breed chickens, down a dip and over a
small bridge and up the expanse of common land behind Church
Farm Lane where the On Inn was laid in chalk.
Back at the pub, the mood was light and humorous, and I was
really happy to hear so many positive comments. Vicky, Bedsores
& Goldfinger (well, and me for the matter) had put down a HUGE
amount of sawdust, flour and chalk markings over the space of 3
x ‘reccies’ for the same route, underlining what an undertaking
laying a “successful”10 trail is.
In the pub, I had a great moment when the lady behind the bar
(who was interfering with Bastards ability to focus and not drool
at the same time) said she’d run out of pint glasses and would I
mind ‘jugs’. I forgot myself and said I had no problem with her
jugs - causing Bastard to snort and almost bite the side out of his
pint glass.
A couple of days earlier I’d asked Jose & Mandy if I could by some chips for the hash but was
blown away when landlord Jose refused to take any money and provided a massive amount of
bowls of chips and a small aircraft carriers worth of hot mini cocktail sausages and garlic
breaded mushrooms – complete unexpected and most welcome. On behalf of the CH3 thank you
Jose & Mandy.
The circle was eventually called and there were vast amounts of down downs given out but
thanks again to Vicky, Toed & Goldfinger for 11th hour chivalry and quite literally saving the day.
Usually I’d list the DD’s at this point but to be honest El Rave bought me a pint immediately after
my first, then there was a DD for me and then another beer. By that time my ability to think had
fragmented a smidgeon and writing anything down while semi inebriated and lurching around
with a back that was rapidly seizing up.
I though the trail had gone well and in an unguarded moment, even Toed said “that was a good
trail that” and then wide eyed in disbelief, he seemed mortified he’d said it within earshot,
especially as I asked him to repeat that for posterity11 but he seemed to feign deafness.
The most notable DD was that The Countess had achieved 100 Runs after a mere “15 years” of
hashing and was presented with a glass goblet courtesy of beer master Benghazi. Thanks to those
who came to my aid and for all the positivity – it makes a world of difference, a good day all
round.

On On Big Blouse

10
11

By “successful, I mean no one getting lost, no one saying there wasn’t enough dust etc etc
But he didn’t - the bloody swine!
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Run no. 2051
Date: 21-Jan-2018
Venue: Cock, Broom
Hares: Antar & Kermit
Scribe: U Bend

Having just returned from the antipodes, the RA ensured that I would be
promptly treated to some fine lashing winds, sleet and snow to help me reacclimatise to some good old winter weather. However there are some
amongst us who are definitely ( and somewhat predictably) SEASONALLY
CHALLENGED, ……Antar, Bedsores and Pedro all turned up suitably attired
for the occasion in tee-shirts and shorts……..maybe Slaphead needs to hone
his sales pitch/skills on these three?
Antar announced the trail had taken him hours and hours and hours to
set……..twas a GOOD trail….lots of shiggy…. plenty of twists and
turns,………and lots of smiles on ruddy faces when after 1.5 hours most of the
pack were back to the welcoming fire in the pub.
And what a FINE pub the Cock is!
No bar… but a hole in the ground room from whence the beer is served
directly from the barrel…and fine beer it is too! The pub comprises of a series
of small rooms…so plenty of chances to avoid the Trailmaster (Itll Come Off)
trying to nab you to set a trail….And they even have a covered outdoor area
with HEATERS for the circle.
All in all a FINE trail from a FINE pub……..thank you hares!
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Run No: 2032
Date: 10-Sep-2017
Venue: Ice House, Dry Drayton
Hares: Spicy Bear & Forest Dump
Scribe: The Earl of Pampisford
The Hash convened on the wonderful estate of Beerstops ie Beyond the Ice House complete
with bar, marquee and stage (eat your heart out Glastonbury) What time does the 11o'clock run start
bellowed from guess who's gob.
A small circle was formed mainly because most of our mob were away at Indonostalgia in Beer,
Dorset. Joint Master, Antar took charge as our athletic GM, Hold It For Me, was taking part in the
Grunty Fen half marathon which was running in conjunction with the Hash.
Antar called for any visitors, virgins etc. Step forward Tender Loins from Virginia, USA and a large
Canadian, Just Mike (friend of Chilly Willy). The Hares explained that there were three trails, two
laid in sawdust and one in flour. If you followed the flour you were in the half marathon warned
Spicy Bear.
Eventually the pack set off around the estate and out into the village where the pack split and 9
runners headed off leaving the walkers to be led by Forrest Dump and his map. After a long hike the
walkers and runners re-grouped near Childerley Wood and finally arrived at a checkpoint held by a
distinguished SCB smoking a cigarette. Legover, Tender Loins, Horny and Antar checked it out and
the pack followed Antar along a track which concluded with the drink stop womaned by Debonnaire
and Big legs who were also adjudicating the runners in the marathon who approached from a
different direction.
After being refreshed we returned via a clearly marked trail to the Ice House. Antar called the circle
and our new RA, Big Legs handed out punishments. Down Downs were awarded to the Hares,
except Forrest Dump who had gone for a rest, Teutonic, for picking sloes, putting them in a bottle
and not adding any gin or sugar. Horny for not realising his near neighbour, Arnhem, was a Monday
Night hasher.
The GM made a late appearance and was awarded Hash Shit for his trouble. In all a good day.

n
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Run No: 2030

Date: 27-Aug-2017
Venue: Black Bull Inn, 27 High Street Balsham
Hares: The Earl of Pampisford & It'll Come Off
Scribe: Lady Slipstream
On a sunny day in bank holiday Sunday in August we gathered at the posh pub in
Balsham, hoping for a good run and for the beer not to take all our pension money (oh
no, that wouldn’t be me, I’m doing the run write up as I’m not retired and have oh so
much time on my hands – I’ll keep my mouth shut next time!).
I can’t comment on the cost of the beer, unlike Antar I was driving, but the pub seemed
friendly and I hear laid on a good ale or two so the pack were bound to be happy on their
return from the run.
So, the run. The Hares sent us off up the road to the usual ‘not so posh’ pub. Antar duly
found the first check back, at which point I was schooled by Toed, Kermit and Checkpoint
over the rules of the trail – Rules?! There are no rules! I’ve since forgotten the traditions
they described but as I’m rarely an FRB I don’t expect I’ll ever have to worry about such
things.
We found the true trail and looped back into the village, what a lovely short run, time to
get on the piss! Oh sorry, not yet, there’s a drink stop to be found…
The rest of the run was a series of loops, in fact we were never more than a mile from the
pub but that didn’t stop us getting lost. The Earl is tricky b@stard isn’t he! The pack
were kept together for the first half of the run, due to some good false trails to fox the
front runners, and despite Hold it for me running straight through the turn backs. It was
the second half of the run where the issues started. Half of the pack vanished leaving 7
of us to find our way through the nettles and brambles and desperate to find that drink
stop we were promised. At one point all we could find were turn back arrows – after 10
minutes of mincing about I noticed some dust in a bush, as I scrambled through the
undergrowth, there was second blob, and then a third – On On I called and the 7 of us
carried on to the beer!
I could sense we were close as we came across a rabble of blackberry smeared little
people, no, not Kermit, it was Wai Wai and Just Josie – clearly in need of sustenance –
where was that drink stop?!
We ran round a couple of fields (getting déjà vu as we went back into the same playing
field we’d been in twice already), through some more nettles, back passed the church
and there it was, greeted by a pack of walkers and a bottle of Prosecco – happy days.
As the sun shone down and with a slight prosecco glow we pottered back to the pub and
waited patiently for our stand-in GM (Mutha) and RA Debonaire to call the circle for the
down downs.
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Charges of course went to the Hares the Earl and It'll Come Off for a fabulous run! It
seems Mack the dog is pretty picky about who he likes but it’s no coincidence that as a
fan of the muppets he likes both Kermit and the Earl (Robin) – if you remember Kermit
the Frog’s little nephew from the Muppets was Robin. Hasn’t Got One was charged with
miss-calling the walkers back off trail. Hold it for me got his penance for running through
those turn backs. After the debate over the rules(!?) with Toed and Checkpoint, Taxi (who
knows even less about the symbols) took the beer – why was he born so beautiful! Mutha
bequeathed his cock to Big Blouse – Has anyone body seen my cock…?! Debonaire and Big
Leg were caught canoodling in the bushes, ‘blackberry hunting’ they claim! And
Debonaire with her GM hat on accused Checkpoint of following idiots and not sticking to
her guns. Blowback gave his last song as music master before the big shake up next
week, he told us of Antar’s adventures - to be gobbled by natives is what he desires, they
practice on blowpipes in Irian Jaya.
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Run No: 2029
Date: 20th-August-2017
Venue: The Three Horses, Barrow
Hares: Debonaire, and Big Leg
Scribe: Muthatuka

The Three Horses is/was a pub under new management, taken on by an Irish
who knows the success formula of any pub is - good beer, and comely
barmaids. He’ll go far that man.. DT led our festivities, and in fabulous, pink
form she was.
At some stage in the pre hash weekend, I must have licked a frog, as it
decided to stay with me, somewhere in the region of my voicebox. Thinking
on it, Kermit made a point of staying on the other side of the circle at all
times, ah! The bulb dimly flickers to life.
One thing witnessed by all was the arrival of the Whittle subtribe, complete
with JoyBack, a full ten minutes before the run was due to start!! The
stunned pack looked on as they all turned out, as neat as a pin. ‘Gidday’ I
croaked. Sadly, One of the littlies started to cry..
The lady hares were looking quietly pleased with themselves, and I suspected
all manner of foul skulduggery was about to be inflicted upon us. The trail
was apparently set in sawdust, Taxi had to be shown what trail looked like,
and off we set.
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After much sweating and falsies, we ( the royal we ) finally caught up with the
walkers. I can attest to the quality and volume of the nettles on every one of
those falsies, yet the wisdom of running in track pants always escapes me
when packing my hash bag.
It turns out the the pub was aptly named by
some canny soul of yore, as this was indeed horse country. As we stomped
off I saw at least one, but the puzzle was - why all the deer fences? I didn’t
see any deer, um, which given our combined talent for cooking them was
not a bad thing.

The cultural event of the day was trail right by the site of a Mott and Baily
fortified castle, one of hundreds in the area apparently. When the hare was
asked as to who they were defending against, the answer was – all the other
Mott and Bailys obviously.. Sometimes the epaulet ‘dumb foreigner’ really
fits. While the frog and I digested this, I blundered into the first of the
infamous Debonair false trails. The infamy relates to the distance one runs
before discovering the acuteness of ones gooseing – usually about three full
fields distant. Fortunately fools seldom differ, and I had Toed for company.
Fearing a late appearance at the beerstop, we set off after the pack with
some vigour only to blunder into a second infamous false trail.. As I said fools..
Our plight was lessened by the appearance of and an extremely uptight well
bred lady, who was walking her two dogs. She appeared to seethe with
indignation and being passed by such common individuals as us, and got
quite shouty as we discovered our second goosing, and turned to run back up
the trail. All was saved though, as Toed addressed the distressed creature in
stentorian tones, and she retreated with her dogs to shriek at us from a safe
distance. Perhaps it was the beards?
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We eventually found the beerstop. Happily the port placated the frog just
nicely. From there it was a brief On In across rolling fields, and we were
back at the pub. Marvellous, the sun even came out for us.
After a brief corralling, the circle was upon us:
Fines:
- The elder Whittle tribe for spectacular shortcutting, taken by the senior
grand wizard of the clan – one Jetstream esq.
- Paperazzi was in evidence with the camera, and Horny was fined for
extravagant posing, The miscreant was pointing to an arrow sign that was
indicating the wrong way on trail. I should have taken notice, as Toed, Horny
and I were then soundly debagged for doing both of Debs infamous turnbacks.

-
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-

-

-

Kermit was also fined for a photoshoot kidnap, and by some sleight of hand
managed to drink it while haranguing the circle in high dudgeon.
Blowback had a fine for some unfortunate soul, and almost had to drink it
himself, as he forgot the words to his own song! Surely a first!
In the absence of the GM, his better half donated his COCK to the circle,
and our sole yank – Forest Dump, was ordered to CHOKE the CHICKEN on
his eminences’ RHODE ISLAND RED. Apparently the experience was close
to being waterboarded, and poor Forest almost FED THE DUCKS.
Next up was the Earl, and the Countess, as for the first time in living
memory he missed the beer stop, and was apparently seen wandering about
in a churchyard looking bemused. Perhaps the magnetic good lady
interfered with his hitherto infallible compass.
Your faithful scribe was then fined again for a wardrobe malfunction, and
was presented with a cup for tea and a biscuit for a down down. Sadly I was
unable to drink any of it, but it did all land on me.
After that, it was On The Piss.
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CH3 Run 2036 The Shed at Lode
Sunday 8th October 2017

Hares: The Earl of Pampisford, Three Swallows & It’ll Come off
Visitors - Injector Gadget from the New Orleans Hash http://www.noh3.com/ & Sheri – A
software Engineer from China!
Returnee – Wrongway from the New York City Hash
Words. The term ‘Lode’ dates back to at least the 16th century, where the literal
meaning (at that point in time) denoted a watercourse and the ‘Lode’ was one of
many artificial channels to drain the fens, the artificial watercourse created here
eventually feeds into the river Cam. So, while the water course is in itself ancient, the
village itself is thought to be much older.
The Shed is actually the former Lode labour club built in the 1920’/30’s before
changing its name to Lode Social Club and re-opened in 2016 after a 24-month
complete refurbishment. The original structure has been kept, but there’s a new oak
fronted gable fenestration complete with (possibly faux) mortice & tenon joints, (the
hardwood mortice pegs were a nice touch) coupled with the closest brickwork to the
original Cambridge whites you can get (though, obviously not in the original
‘Flemmish bond’ style), not that many of you reading this will give a toss TBH.
Judging by the opulent frontage and rather grand surrounding houses, one can only
assume that the reason the place was redeveloped is that there aren’t any socialists
left. I did wonder how a small village could support such a grand, light & airy
restaurant but Anglesey Abbey & The Lode Mill trust are just around the corner, that
was actually a smart bit of marketing me thinks, and it does look very classy &
welcoming and just the sort of place the hash would never knowingly be invited to.
The management had obviously listened and got it bang on with the beer too as we
had Wherry, London Pride & Tribute + a Guest beer. I’ve included the photo on the
previous page in a vague attempt to pad out yet
another staggeringly dull run write-up with a
pointless shot of beer pumps. However, as you
all looked at it, I think that worked quite well
didn’t it?
So, early October and the Sun shone and
despite some patchy clouds, it was warm and a
great day to get sweaty and have a beer or two.
My Sat Nav sent me to somewhere near a
village that at first glance appeared to be called
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“Swarfega Ballbag”, but after a more focussed look, I realised it was actually called
‘Swaffham Bulbeck’ where I didn’t find any of the hash and spent about 4 days trying
to find anyone I knew. I found a sports centre and several athletic types, but none of
them were swearing & most of them didn’t smell of beer, so I knew I was in the wrong
area.
It’s at about this point in my run write
ups, I usually insert a pointless photo of
the village sign to ensure I hold the
attention span of the hash, so with
theatrical flourish, here it is – tadaaahh!
(on the left, you
blind twat……).
Anyway, I slowed
to get a look at an
address as a
reference point
and there was the
sound that a few
will be familiar
with, the sound of
intransigent concrete mangling my newly refurbished alloys. At
this point the language in my car was a place even Bernard
Manning would have been offended in. Disproportionally pissed
off, I thought f*** the sat nav and applied some common sense
and drove to the middle of Lode, where I spied the hash and
could look at the savage damage inflicted on my alloy.
There’s something uplifting about seeing folks for the first time in several weeks
(following a back injury sustained in the first half mile at CH3 run 2033, Fulborn
Social Club) and seeing Muthatucka, Hangover Blues, Muff diver, Wimp, Keep it Clean,
Calamity Jane and the rarely spotted, but most welcome Rear Admiral, along with
Googly, Kermit & Antar, Pedro, Checkpoint, ever faithful beer master Benghazi, Toed
Bedsores, Legover, Computer, our beloved leader Hold it for me resplendent in the
rather mangled yellow Hash Shit Shirt, Ooh La la, Big Swinger, Jetstream,
Unmentionable, Klinger & Kling On, Blowback, Little Blow, Wai Wai & Josephine +
Lightning to name the ones I can actually remember.So, the circle was called, visitors
Sheri from China, and visiting hasher Injector Gadget from the New Orleans hash were
sort of introduced by Hold it for me, who then promptly lost the plot, forgot to
introduce the hares and then muttered something about ‘oranges’ I think, and was
then steered towards actually getting on with it by the grand mattress. The symbols
were explained to the visitors and the use of sawdust through the medium of a forest
always keeps everyone on their toes.After about 12 hours of intense faffing about,
the on out was called and we were away up the main road. Several routes amounted
to nothing and the on was called down a public footpath and we were away across a
slightly moist field with cries of on on- sending the local dog population into a
barking frenzy.A check appeared to baffle newie Sheri as everyone tried all manner of
trails, including a promising one through a forest, but these all turned out to be false
and the trail snaked past a house & away across open fields. It was damp underfoot
and a bit squelchy in places but nowhere near as treacherous as some hashes have
been in the past. While the Hash know this area well, the hares had done a great job
of laying the trail and we went past the mill at Lode and along the tow path before
realising the trail was back through the adjacent forest.
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There were several false trails and all manner of hashers were
utterly thwarted until Antar and Mutha called on and there was a
great section through the undulating forest which was
spectacular in the autumn sunlight. Rear Admiral has been
getting a lot fitter and was seen checking out several trails – ok,
she was wrong on all of them, but at least she was on it.
The trail then dipped down and across a field to a well-marked
check. I say “well marked” as some immense hound had
disgraced the check with an enormous “Douglas Hurd” (bloody
cheek commenting on the hares’ trail like that).
Blowback headed past with consummate ease and I wish he’d
just perspire a little and appear to make it look difficult, even if just to make the rest
of us feel a little better.
Elsewhere Wimp, Injector Gadget, Checkpoint & Keep it clean tried an array of false
trails before the real on was spotted and we had effectively done a huge loop and
arrived back at the edge of the village, where the Earl was directing everyone to a
well-executed beer stop containing a party barrel of Ghost Ship and Old Speckled
Hen as well as a massive bowl of peanuts & popcorn – impressive hares, very
impressive & most welcome. Now, while the beers were most welcome, the
operating taps for both were clearly designed by someone with a grudge against
humanity. The instructions may has well have been in ancient Greek as no matter of
what degree of manipulation, beer ventured forth with all the reluctance of an
incontinent wombat.
So much so, that the Earl tried to get himself a beer and promptly spilt half of it,
missed the cup completely and then slipped, crushing the cup to the point where it
leaked everywhere. In the history of beer pouring, this was a
complete fucking disaster, but hilarious for me as I was helping him
out 😊.
Several dog walkers and allotment keepers viewed us with a mixture
of interest, veiled with a veneer of sheer distaste (lest we should
make off with their dogs and root vegetables by nefarious means)
but we shrugged it off and followed the footpath back to towards the
pub. A child asked if we were an “adult park run” which was a fair
question and in order to avoid confusion, we agreed it was, but it
was amusing for us at the time.
Back at the pub we were amazed to be let in to buy beer and I looked in wonderment
at the fabulous refurbishment and rather spangly new toilets – You can always spot a
good venue when the toilets are warm, well stocked & fragrant. When they’re
freezing, stained with condensation and have the deep-saturated urine smell, it
should make you wonder what the kitchens look like shouldn’t it?
After a general catch up with several folks, the circle was called and down downs
were awarded to.
Hares: The Earl of Pampisford, Three Swallows & It’ll Come off – With thanks for a
brilliant 4.6-mile trail and great beer stop.
Visitors – Injector Gadget & Sheri
Big Blouse – for what, I can’t remember but I think it was for swearing/general
belligering on the trail and offending anyone who would listen.
Calamity Jane – Apparently the previous week she’d miss-pronounced the Adnams
Ghost Ship to such an extent it came out as ‘Goats Shit’ much to the amusement of
everyone.
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Toed Bedsores (surprise, surprise) was singled out for pointing out at 10.59am “What
time does this 11.00am run start then Grand Master” for the 3rd successive week –
Much to the annoyance of the GM, who frankly does have a rough idea of what goes
on occasionally.
Taxi – for apparently “advertising his wares in a phone box in Kings Cross” But if
you think about this, as Taxi was blissfully unaware of this and Big Swinger was the
one that pointed it out, who is actually the guilty party here?
Toed – got a DD from your humble scribe for being “Fecking irritating” but that’s a bit
rich coming from me TBH…………….
And there were a couple more, but as the scribe duty call was taken by me at the very
end of the day, quite frankly, you’re lucky you’ve even got this to read – if I’d have
known at the start, there would be some depth to it as I’d have taken a pad with me
and made notes.
Anyway, a great end to good trail & top venue – thanks hares. Aside from my
buggered alloy, just about a perfect day.

On On
Big Blouse
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March Runs:
Date Run Venue
25th 2060
18th 2059
11th 2058
4th 2057
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TBD, Anywhere, CB1 2JW
Red Lion, Brinkley, CB8 0RA
TBD, Anywhere, CB1 2JW
Black Horse, Rampton, CB24 8QE

Hare
Hold It For Me
Jetstream and Unmentionable
Tie me up Buttercup
Taxidermist and Lightning
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